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DOUBLE PAIR PRODUCTION BY ULTRA-HIGH-ENERGYCOSMIC RAY PHOTONSS. V. Demidov *, O. E. Kalashev **Institute for Nulear Researh, Russian Aademy of Sienes117312, Mosow, RussiaReeived Deember 22, 2008Using the CompHEP pakage, we provide a detailed estimate of the in�uene of double e+e� pair prodution(DPP) by photons on the propagation of ultra-high-energy eletromagneti asades. We show that in themodels where the osmi ray photon energy reahes a few 103 EeV, a re�ned DPP analysis may lead to asubstantial di�erene in the predited photon spetrum ompared to the previous rough estimates.PACS: 13.85.Tp, 96.50.sh, 96.50.sb1. INTRODUCTIONUltra-high energy (UHE) photons have not beenreognized so far by any of the present-generation ex-periments [1�4℄, although their existene is preditedby the Greisen�Zatsepin�Kuzmin e�et [5, 6℄ as well asby most of the hypothetial top�down models of theUHE osmi ray origin. There are several bounds onthe fration and �ux of UHE photons above 10�100 EeVobtained by independent experiments [7�9℄. Photonlimits are used to onstrain the parameters of top�downmodels (see, e.g., [10℄). Future bounds may also limita onsiderable part of the parameter spae of astro-physial models in whih photons are produed as se-ondaries from interations of primary protons or nuleiwith osmi mirowave bakground. Understanding in-terations of UHE photons with universal bakgroundsis ruial for building suh onstraints.In a wide energy range, the spetra of eletron andphoton omponents of osmi rays follow eah otherdue to relatively rapid proesses transferring -rays toeletrons and bakwards. Pair prodution (PP) andinverse Compton sattering (ICS) are the main pro-esses that drive the eletromagneti asade. In theKlein�Nishina limit s � m2e, either an eletron or apositron produed in a pair prodution event typiallyarries almost all of the total initial energy. The pro-dued eletron (positron) then undergoes ICS, losing*E-mail: demidov�ms2.inr.a.ru**E-mail: kalashev�ms2.inr.a.ru

more than 90% of energy, and �nally the bakgroundphoton arries away almost all of the initial energy ofthe UHE photon. Due to this yle, the energy loss rateof the leading partile in the eletromagneti asade ismore than one order of magnitude less than the inter-ation rate. However, in the presene of a random ex-tragalati magneti �eld (EGMF), the eletrons maylose a substantial part of their energy by emitting syn-hrotron radiation. In this ase, starting from a er-tain energy, the synhrotron loss rate for the eletronsbeomes dominant over the ICS rate, whih leads tothe suppression of the eletromagneti asade devel-opment. Its penetration depth is then determined bythe photon mean free path. Depending on the value ofthe EGMF, this transition may our between � 1 EeVand � 106 EeV.In this artile, we onsider a higher-order proess,the e+e� double pair prodution (DPP) by photons.The DPP ross setion rapidly inreases with s nearthe threshold and quikly approahes the asymptotivalue �(1) � 6:45 �b [11�13℄. The expliit energydependene of the DPP ross setion was estimated inRef. [14℄ by alulating the dominant ontribution fromtwo e+e� pairs to the absorptive part of the gamma�gamma forward sattering amplitude. Beause the PPross setion dereases with an inrease in ps, the DPPrate starts to dominate over PP rate above a ertainenergy. For interations with osmi mirowave bak-ground, the transition ours above � 1000 EeV. In thepresene of the radio bakground, this energy is some-878



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 5, 2009 Double pair prodution by ultra-high-energy : : :what inreased. If the EGMF is less than 10�11 G,the eletromagneti asade still exists at these ener-gies, and the seondary eletrons from the DPP mustbe ounted aurately. So far, eletromagneti asadesimulations suh as those in [15, 16℄ roughly estimatedthe DPP e�et by using the total ross setion and as-suming that one e+e� pair of the two arries all theinitial energy and that two partiles in the pair areprodued with the same energy. Using the CompHEPpakage [17�19℄, we numerially alulate the di�eren-tial ross setion for the DPP and ompare the e�etof the DPP on propagation of an UHE eletromagnetiasade with previous estimates.This paper is organized as follows. In Se. 2, wepresent the results of the alulation of the DPP rosssetion. In Se. 3, we write the transport equationsfor the eletromagneti asade and alulate the o-e�ients for transport equations for photons and theseondary e+ and e� related to the DPP. In Se. 4, weillustrate the in�uene of DPP in a model example. InSe. 5, we summarize our results.2. DOUBLE e+e� PAIR PRODUCTION CROSSSECTION CALCULATIONAs mentioned in the Introdution, the DPP pro-ess begins to dominate over PP at very high energiesE & 1000 EeV or s & 1 GeV2, whih is well beyondthe DPP threshold. At these and higher energies, DPPhas a notieable e�et on the propagation of the ele-tromagneti asade. In this energy range, the DPPtotal ross setion is pratially saturated by its asymp-toti value. Therefore, we are mostly interested in theenergy and angle distributions of seondary eletrons(positrons) in the asymptoti regime (s!1).We use the CompHEP pakage for alulationof tree-level di�erential DPP ross setions. Thispakage allows performing automati alulations ofmatrix elements and their squares for any proess2 ! 2; : : : ; 2 ! 4 at the tree level. Then, with theaid of CompHEP, we an integrate squared matrix el-ements over a hosen part of the multi-partile phasespae (see Refs. [17�19℄ for the details).We introdue a binning in the energy E� of oneof the produed eletrons; here and in what follows,��� denotes quantities measured in the enter-of-massframe (CMF). We then perform CompHEP simulationsin the CMF and obtain distributions with respet toos�� of the ross setion in a given energy bin. Here,�� is the angle between the ollision axis and the mo-mentum vetor of the eletron.
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Fig. 1. Example of the distribution of the DPP rosssetions with respet to os �� for ps = 10:0 GeV inthe energy E� bin 2:25�2:5 GeVThese alulations show that the angular distribu-tion of seondaries tends to a strongly peaked fun-tion of os�� in the asymptoti energy range. Thepeaks are loated at forward and bakward diretions,i.e., at os�� = �1. This behavior is illustrated inFig. 1 where we show an example of the angular dis-tribution for ps = 10:0 GeV. The e�et that mostof the seondaries go forward or bakward beomesmore pronouned with an inrease in ps, and in thease of a �xed ps, with a higher energy E� of theeletron. Numerially, we found that the probabilityof emitting a seondary eletron inside the one withj1� os��j < 1=50 is 96.8% for ps = 1:0 GeV, 98.7%for ps = 2:5 GeV, and 99.6% for ps = 10:0 GeV.We also heked that the probability of produing twoforward seondaries of the same type (e.g., when bothforward partiles are eletrons) integrated over ener-gies and diretions of other seondaries, is of the order10�3. Hene, the main part of events onsists of twoe+e� pairs going to the opposite diretions along theollision axis.We now turn to the energy distribution. It is learfrom the symmetry of the problem that the CMF en-ergy distribution should be the same for the forwardand bakward eletrons. We write the DPP di�erentialross setion in the formd�dE� � 1ps�� E�ps=2 ; s��tot(s): (1)879
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r0:2 0:4 0:6 0:8 1:00 0Fig. 2. The normalized energy distributions �(r; s), r = 2E�=ps: ps = 0:1 (1 ), 0:25 (2 ), 10:0 (3 ) GeV; and 4, theanalyti approximation in Eq. (4)Then the energy onservation ondition givesps�tot(s) = 4 ps=2Z0 E� d�dE� dE� == �tot(s)ps 1Z0 r�(r; s) dror, for any value of s,1Z0 r�(r; s) dr = 1: (2)Imposing the probability onservation requirement�tot(s) = ps=2Z0 d�dE� dE�gives another integral onstraint on �(r; s):1Z0 �(r; s) dr = 2: (3)

Although onditions (2) and (3) do not neessary implythat d�=ds = 0, the results of CompHEP simulationsshow that for large enough s, when the ross setion ap-proahes its asymptoti value, the energy distributionof seondaries in units of the maximal energy ps=2varies with ps only slightly. In Fig. 2, we plot the dis-tribution �(r; s) as a funtion of r for di�erent valuesof ps. It an be seen that with varying ps, the onlyhanges in these distributions are onentrated at theborders of the plot. The distribution limit as s ! 1an be �tted (see Fig. 2) by a simple analyti expressionthat satis�es onstraints (2) and (3):�fit(r) = 53 + (2r � 1)2: (4)For omparison, the earlier approximation [15, 16℄ interms of the distribution �(r; s) was given by�(r; s) = 2Æ(r � 0:5): (5)In our further alulations, we use Eq. (1) for the en-ergy distribution, where �(r; s) = �fit(r) is given byEq. (4), and assume that all the seondary partilesare direted along the ollision axis. In Se. 4, we dis-uss how good the above approximation is.880



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 5, 2009 Double pair prodution by ultra-high-energy : : :3. TRANSPORT EQUATIONSHere, we desribe propagation of UHE osmi raysusing the formalism of transport equations in one di-mension. Besides the DPP term on whih we now fo-us, the full transport equations for the eletrons andphotons ontain the terms desribing ICS, PP, syn-hrotron radiation, and e+e� pair prodution by ele-trons and positrons as well as redshift terms. Below,for simpliity, we give the parts of the equations writ-ten for a nonexpanding universe with the terms relatedto the DPP proess only:ddtNe(Ee; t) = 1ZEe dEN(E ; t) �maxZ�min d� n(�)�� 1Z�1 d�1� �2 d�DPPdEe (Ee; E ; s); (6)ddtN(E ; t) = �N(E ; t) �maxZ�min d� n(�)�� 1Z�1 d�1� �2 �DPP (s): (7)Here, Ne(Ee; t) is the (di�erential) number density ofeletrons at the energy Ee at time t, n(�) is the numberdensity of bakground photons at the energy �, � is theosine of the ollision angle (� = �1 for a head-on ol-lision), and s = 2E�(1 � �) is enter-of-mass energysquared. The term in the right-hand side of Eq. (6)desribes the in�ux of eletrons produed in DPP. Thetransport equation for positrons has the same form asEq. (6). The right-hand side of (7) desribes the loss ofphotons due to the DPP. The fator (1��)=2 is the �uxfator. As we saw in Se. 2, the pairs produed in DPPare direted along the ollision axis. This implies thatone of the pairs arries pratially all the initial energyof the photon in the laboratory frame. We here negletthe nonleading pair produed in the interation.Replaing the integration over � by the integrationover s givesddtNe(Ee; t) = 1ZEe dEN(E ; t)8E2 �� smaxZsth ds sd�DPPdEe (Ee;E ; s)I�� s4E� ; (8)

ddtN(E ; t) = �N(E ; t)8E2 �� smaxZsth ds s �DPP (s)I�� s4E� ; (9)where I�(x) = �maxZx n(�)�2 d� (10)and sth = 16m2e is the threshold CMF energy squaredfor DPP and smax = 4E�max.We are now ready to use the results obtained inSe. 2. We again alulate the transport equation o-e�ients in the limit s�sth. This implies that ele-trons and positrons are ultrarelativisti in the CMF.The CMF -fator in the laboratory frame isCMF � (1� �2CMF )�1=2 = Eps :If the e+ and e� momenta are direted either towardthe CMF veloity or in the opposite diretion, theirenergy in the laboratory frame isEe = CMFE�e (1� ��e ) = EpsE�e (1� ��e );where ��e ! 1 is eletron veloity in the CMF. For theleading e+e� pair, we haveEe = 2EpsE�e :Using Eq. (1) we �nally obtainddtNe(Ee; t) = 116 1ZEe dEN(E ; t)E3 ��EeE��� smaxZsth ds s �DPP (s)I� � s4E� : (11)Using numerial simulations of osmi ray propa-gation presented in Se. 4, we have also veri�ed thatutilizing the simple step funtion for the total rosssetion �DPP (s) = �DPP (1)�(s� sth) (12)instead of the exat one listed in [14℄ does not intro-due any visible hanges to the resulting spetra. Thisimplies that Eqs. (11) and (9) an be simpli�ed toddtNe(Ee; t) � �DPP (1)�� 1ZEe dEN(E ; t)E ��EeE�K�� sth4E� ; (13)4 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 5 881



S. V. Demidov, O. E. Kalashev ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 5, 2009ddtN(E ; t) �� �2�DPP (1)N(E ; t)K�� sth4E� ; (14)where K�(x) = �maxZx I�(y)y dy (15)is a funtion totally determined by the bakground pho-tons spetrum.4. MODEL EXAMPLEIn the previous setions, we found the preise ex-pression for the distribution of seondary eletrons fromDPP. Here, we onsider a model example to illustratethe di�erene introdued by the spei�ed ross setionompared to the previous estimates.We use a numerial ode developed in Ref. [15℄ toompute the �ux of produed photons and protons.The ode is based on the transport equations and alu-lates the propagation of nuleons, eletrons, and pho-tons using the dominant proesses. For the eletro-magneti asade, it inludes all the proesses men-tioned above. For nuleons, it aounts for single andmultiple pion prodution, the e+e� pair prodution,and the neutron �-deay. The propagation of nuleonsand the eletromagneti asades are alulated self-onsistently, that is, seondary partiles produed inall reations are propagated alongside the primaries.In addition to osmi mirowave bakground, theradio, infrared, and optial omponents of the univer-sal photon bakground are taken into aount in thesimulation. We note that the radio bakground is notyet well known. Our results strongly depend on theradio bakground assumed. Three models onsideredin this work are the estimates in [20℄ and the two mod-els in [21℄, both prediting a larger bakground thanthe �rst one. For the infrared and optial bakgroundomponent, we used the model in [22℄. This omponentdoes not have a substantial e�et on the propagation ofUHE protons and the eletromagneti asade. For thestrength of the random extragalati magneti �eld, weuse the range of values 10�12 G < B < 10�11 G follow-ing the estimate in [23℄.Among the models, we hose the one in whih theUHE photons ontribute a substantial part of the totalspetrum. We note that suh models are stritly lim-ited by the present experimental bounds on the photonomponent (see [10℄ for the details).

102 E; EeV0:51:02:04:0jE2; eV � se�1� sr�1� sm�2Trivial DPP approximationNo DPPProtonsCompHEP-based
103Fig. 3. Fluxes predited by the proton emitting souredesribed in text. The dotted line represents the pro-ton omponent; solid, dashed, and dash-dotted linesrepresent the total �ux respetively alulated with theCompHEP-based DPP, the trivial DPP estimate, andwithout DPPIn Fig. 3, the propagated osmi ray �ux is shownfor proton soures with the spetrumd�dE � E�1:5; E < 104 EeV (16)homogeneously distributed in the Universe and hav-ing no evolution in the omoving frame. The spetrumpresented is normalized to HiRes [3℄ results (�tting wasdone above 40 EeV). The solid line represents the totalUHE osmi ray �ux alulated with the use of the newDPP estimate. The dotted line shows the proton om-ponent. The dashed line shows the total �ux alulatedusing the earlier DPP estimate (Eq. (5)), utilizing thetotal ross setion and assuming that one e+e� pairof the two arries all the initial energy and that thetwo partiles in the pair are produed with the sameenergy. The dash-dotted lines are built without takingDPP into aount at all.It is lear from Fig. 3 that DPP suppresses the -ray�ux above 100 EeV. This is only true if the minimal ra-dio bakground model [20℄ is used. The same pitureprodued for any of the two models in [21℄ does notshow any e�et of DPP, beause the  �ux is stronglysuppressed by the PP on radio bakground in this ase.Inreasing the magneti �eld above 10�11 G also de-stroys the piture, this time due to the synhrotronradiation. In the ase of the minimal radio bakgroundand a moderate EGMF, the trivial DPP e�et estimateleads to an extra suppression ompared to the more a-urate estimate proposed in this paper. However, the882



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 5, 2009 Double pair prodution by ultra-high-energy : : :overall error in terms of the integral photon �ux above100 EeV turns out to be only +7% for the urve dis-regarding DPP and just �1:5% for the trivial DPPestimate. We note that the integral photon �ux fra-tion predited in this model is 34%, whih is very loseto the upper bound [7℄.So far, we used �xed-energy distribution (4) for allvalues of s. We also assumed that all the seondarypartiles are direted along the ollision axis. We nowverify the auray of the above approximations. Werepeated our simulations with energy distribution (4)replaed with the tabulated funtions obtained usingCompHEP for ps = 1 GeV and ps = 10 GeV. To seethe maximum possible e�et of the nontrivial angulardistribution of seondaries, we also repeated our alu-lations assuming that 3.2% of seondary partiles arealigned perpendiular to the ollision axis in the CMFand the rest of the partiles are direted along the axis.We do not show the modi�ed �uxes obtained in themodel orresponding to Fig. 3 beause they are prati-ally indistinguishable from the urves already shown.Instead, to illustrate the maximum possible error intro-dued by the approximation used, we onsider the purephoton soures with the same injetion spetrum (16)as in Fig. 3 and ount the inome to the propagatedeletron and photon spetra from the uniformly dis-tributed soures loated within 500 Mp from the ob-server. In Figs. 4 and 5, the eletron and photon �uxesin this model are shown together with the �uxes alu-lated using the previous estimate in Eq. (5). It is learfrom the �gures that the previous estimate may lead toarti�ial features in the spetra that do not appear inour analysis. It is also lear that the disrepany be-tween urves 1�4 representing di�erent versions of ouranalysis are small ompared to the error introdued bythe previous estimate. In fat, the di�erene betweenurves 1�4 is omparable to the error introdued by�nite energy binning used in our numerial ode.5. CONCLUSIONIn this work, we have onsidered the DPP proessin detail. We have estimated the distribution of seon-dary eletrons and positrons and made an improvedosmi rays simulation based on the new estimate. Wehave shown that in ertain ases, the DPP proessmay modify the photon omponent of the spetrumsubstantially. However, this modi�ation an only beseen if the radio bakground is lose to the minimalmodel [20℄ and the EGMF is lower than 10�11 G. Inthis ase, there is an energy range where DPP is the
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Fig. 4. Eletron �ux predited by the photon emittingsoure desribed in text using: 0, the earlier estimatein Eq. (5); 1, the analyti �t in (4); 2, analyti �t (4)+ 3:2% perpendiular omponent; 3, �(r; 1 GeV2); 4,�(r; 100 GeV2)
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Fig. 5. The propagated photon �ux predited by thephoton emitting soure desribed in text. The notationfor urves is the same as in Fig. 4main attenuation mehanism for  rays and thereforedi�erenes in DPP estimates an be seen learly. Inthe vast majority of models that do not ontradit thepresent experimental bounds on the photon frationin UHE osmi rays, however, the DPP proess doesnot make a substantial ontribution to the attenuationand an therefore be treated simplistially or evendisregarded.We are indebted to D. Gorbunov for inspiring usto prepare this work. We also thank D. Semikoz for883 4*
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